Quantifying the distribution of cells in every brain region is fundamental to attaining a comprehensive census of distinct neuronal and glial types. Until recently, estimating neuron numbers involved time-consuming procedures that were practically limited to stereological sampling. Progress in open-source image recognition software, growth in computing power, and unprecedented neuroinformatics developments now offer the potentially paradigm-shifting alternative of comprehensive cell-by-cell analysis in an entire brain region. The Allen Brain Atlas provides free digital access to complete series of raw Nissl-stained histological section images along with regional delineations. Automated cell segmentation of these data enables reliable and reproducible high-throughput quantification of regional variations in cell count, density, size, and shape at whole-system scale. While this strategy is directly applicable to any regions of the mouse brain, we first deploy it here on the closed-loop circuit of the hippocampal formation: the medial and lateral entorhinal cortices; dentate gyrus (DG); areas Cornu Ammonis 3 (CA3), CA2, and CA1; and dorsal and ventral subiculum. Using two independent image processing pipelines and the adult mouse reference atlas, we report the first cellular-level soma segmentation in every sub-region and non-principal layer of the left hippocampal formation through the full rostral-caudal extent. It is important to note that our techniques excluded the layers with the largest number of cells, DG granular and CA pyramidal, due to dense packing. The numerical estimates for the remaining layers are corroborated by traditional stereological sampling on a data subset and well match sparse published reports.
Introduction
Neuronal and glial numbers are an important attribute in the characterization of distinct functional regions of the nervous system. Cell counts and densities vary considerably between and within brain areas as well as across species and life-span development (Bayer et al. 1982; Herculano-Houzel et al. 2011; Long et al. 1998; Meyer et al. 2010 ). These numbers are, moreover, susceptible to pathologies, pharmacological treatment, and genetic alterations (Fitting et al. 2009; Insausti et al. 1998a, b; Malberg et al. 2000; Rajkowska 2000) . While the ratio between neurons and glial cells is still actively debated (Bahney and Bartheld 2017; Herculano-Houzel et al. 2013; Sherwood et al. 2006) , the numbers of neurons in two inter-connected areas relate to circuit convergence and divergence, which are essential design elements of computational processes. Thus, determining the total number of cells in every brain region is fundamental to attaining a comprehensive census of distinct neuronal and glial types (Insel et al. 2013; Kandel et al. 2013; Kim et al. 2017) .
The vast majority of reports of cell counts in the neuroscience literature are based on stereological methods (Grady et al. 2003; Schmitz and Hof 2005; West et al. 1991) . In these approaches, the number of cells is accurately measured in a small but unbiased proportion of the volume of Electronic supplementary material The online version of this article (https ://doi.org/10.1007/s0042 9-019-01940 -7) contains supplementary material, which is available to authorized users.
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interest. The numbers for the whole target region can then be extrapolated under the assumption that the sample be representative. Since stereological neuron counting requires the involvement of a human operator to identify cells in the stained tissue (Schmitz et al. 2014) , the procedure is inherently labor-intensive, time-consuming, and, in particular for cell-sparse regions, impractically inefficient (Boyce and Gundersen 2018) . Until recently, the only alternative method that could afford routine comprehensive cellular counting in an entire brain region relied on nuclear identification from homogeneous suspensions (Herculano-Houzel and Lent 2005) . While this relatively newer technique distinguishes neurons and glia, it makes it necessary to physically dissect each area of interest and cannot measure geometrical features such as cellular size, shape or spatial distribution within the tissue.
Continuous growth in computing power and parallel progress in image recognition have substantially altered this status quo (Bhanu and Peng 2000; Peng et al. 2013) . Specifically, several algorithms were recently designed to enable high-throughput soma detection and analysis (Hu et al. 2017; Kayasandik and Labate 2016; Luengo-Sanchez et al. 2015; Tapias and Greenamyre 2014; Zhang et al. 2018; Quan et al. 2013) . Fully automatic cell segmentation modules are also implemented in freely available mainstream software programs such as ImageJ (Schindelin et al. 2015; Schneider et al. 2012) and CellProfiler (Bray et al. 2015; Lamprecht et al. 2007) , allowing robust quantification of soma count, location, and geometry in large-scale applications. In parallel with these computational advances, the public availability of the Allen Brain Reference Atlas (Jones et al. 2009; Lau et al. 2008; Sunkin et al. 2012 ) provided unprecedented digital access to complete image series of Nissl-stained sections along with regional and laminar delineations.
These new neuroinformatics developments offer a potentially paradigm-shifting alternative to stereological sampling. Taken together, automated cell segmentation and comprehensive online sharing of raw histological datasets provide the opportunity for reliable and reproducible quantification of regional variations in cellular number, size, shape, and spatial distribution at whole-system scale. While this strategy is directly applicable to all regions of the mouse brain, we first deploy it here on the closed-loop of the hippocampal formation, consisting of the six layers of medial and lateral entorhinal cortices and the (three-to-five-layered) dentate gyrus (DG), Ammon's Horn areas CA3, CA2, and CA1, and dorsal and ventral subiculum.
On the one hand, the initial focus on the hippocampal formation reflects the great interest in this structure by the broad neuroscience community (Hasselmo and Stern 2015; Kandel 2004; Moser et al. 2017 ). On the other, most unbiased stereology techniques have historically been tested on the hippocampus (Boss et al. 1985; Miki et al. 2005; West et al. 1991) , and the relative wealth of published information provides a useful validation benchmark. At the same time, even relatively basic questions on the number and density of cell in the mouse hippocampal formation, such as their medial-lateral, anterior-posterior and laminar distribution in the entorhinal cortex or in the subiculum, remain unanswered.
Using publicly available software and the full images series of Nissl-stained coronal sections from the standard adult mouse brain Allen Reference Atlas, we present the first complete cell-by-cell soma segmentation in all subregions and non-principal layers through the full rostralcaudal extent of the left hippocampal formation. Note that our estimates exclude the bulk of neurons in DG and CA, which are in the densely packed granular and pyramidal layers. A recent estimate for these regions in the mouse placed the total cell numbers (bilateral values) at about 1,250,000 for dentate gyrus, 870,000 for CA1, and 570,000 for CA3 (Murakami et al. 2018; cf. Amaral et al. 1990 for rat). We validate our computational counting approach in all other sub-regions and layers in three ways: by reproducing the analysis with two independent image segmentation pipelines; by confirming the results with traditional stereological estimates on a substantial tissue sample (~ 10% of total); and by comparing our findings to available data in the published literature. In addition to comprehensive cell counts, the reported quantitative analysis reveals definitive regional variation of soma geometry and spatial occupancy. With this study, we also release open-source all segmented images, the entire database of raw measurements, and our analysis scripts for further community mining.
Materials and methods

Image acquisition
Nissl-stained coronal section images of the adult (8-week old C57Bl/6J male) mouse brain containing any part of the hippocampal formation (sections 64 through 104) were downloaded from the Allen Institute for Brain Science's Mouse Reference Atlas (RRID:SCR_002978) at the highest available resolution (90 dpi). The hippocampal formation is composed of the hippocampus proper, which consists of the dentate gyrus and Cornu Ammonis areas 1-3 (CA1, CA2, CA3), the medial and lateral entorhinal cortices, and the dorsal and ventral portion of the subiculum. The Allen Brain Atlas further delineates these regions into sub-areas and layers, giving rise to 45 hippocampal structures: strata lacunosum-moleculare, radiatum, pyramidale, and oriens of Cornu ammonis 1 and Cornu ammonis 2 (CA1slm, CA1sr, CA1sp, CA1so, CA2slm, CA2sr, CA2sp, CA2so); strata lacunosum-moleculare, radiatum, lucidum, pyramidale, and oriens of Cornu ammonis 3 (CA3slm, CA3sr, CA3slu, CA3sp, CA3so); the molecular, granular, and polymorphic layers of the dentate gyrus (DGmo, DGsg, DGpo); layers 1, 2, 2a, 2b, 2/3, 3, 4, 4/5, 5, 6a, and 6b of the lateral entorhinal cortex (ENTl1, ENTl2, ENTl2a, ENTl2b, ENTl2-3, ENTl3, ENTl4, ENTl4-5, ENTl5, ENTl6a, ENTl6b); layers 1, 2, 2a, 2b, 3, 4, 5, and 6 of the dorsal zone of the medial entorhinal cortex (ENTm1, ENTm2, ENTm2a, ENTm2b, ENTm3, ENTm4, ENTm5, ENTm6); layers 1, 2, 3, and 5/6 of the ventral zone of the medial entorhinal cortex (ENTmv1, ENTmv2, ENTmv3, ENTmv5-6); and strata moleculare, pyramidale, and radiatum of both the dorsal and ventral parts of the subiculum (SUBd-m, SUBd-sp, SUBd-sr, SUBv-m, SUBv-sp, SUBv-sr). We omitted the pyramidal layers of Cornu ammonis and the granular layer of dentate gyrus from the analysis since their cells are too densely packed for effective segmentation with our automated pipeline, leaving 41 structures of the hippocampal formation.
Next, the scalable vector graphic (svg) plates corresponding to each structure and section (654 in total) were retrieved through the Allen Brain Atlas Application Programming Interface (RRID:SCR_005984) to use as masks for cropping individual structures from the entire coronal brain images. Using the freeware program Inkscape.org (RRID:SCR_014479), each svg mask was sequentially pasted directly on top of the corresponding Nissl-stained image. The two were then clipped together so that the Nissl image was cropped in the shape of the svg mask and exported. This operation was repeated for every downloaded coronal section and svg plate so that each of the resulting 654 cropped images represented one cross-section of an individual hippocampal formation structure ( Fig. 1 ).
Image processing
We utilized two distinct image segmentation pipelines in parallel for independent processing and analysis of the acquired images: ImageJ (RRID:SCR_003070) and Cell-Profiler (RRID:SCR_007358). Both software tools read each of the 654 images and followed a series of steps that resulted in object-by-object segmentation of each image (Fig. 1) . The ImageJ pipeline involved increasing contrast by 0.3% (ImageJ-suggested value) and enhancing sharpness (unspecified default parameter), conversion to binary image, and setting the minimum size threshold for object detection to the recommended value of three pixels. The CellProfiler pipeline involved using four modules: 'UnmixColors' to convert into greyscale and 'IdentifyPrimaryObjects' for optimal object identification (Otsu 1979; Sankur 2004) with the default thresholding factor of 3, 'MeasureObjectSizeShape' for specifying the objects to be measured, and 'ExportTo-Spreadsheet' for saving the results in the desired format. Altogether, this process generated a segmentation file and acsv spreadsheet for each of the 654 Nissl stained images. The data processing scripts, related calibration files, and segmented images are all released in open source (hippocampome.org/php/data/ABA_Counts_Database.zip).
Although ImageJ and CellProfiler were remarkably accurate in identifying and segmenting objects from the 2D images as evaluated by visual inspection, the counts could not be taken to reflect cell numbers directly due to four wellknown deviations. First, several sections exhibited substantial cell clumping, which results in overestimating cell size and underestimating cell count, as each multi-cell clump is generally segmented as a single object. To solve this issue, we applied the corrective watershed algorithm (LaTorre et al. 2013) for separating the clumped cells ( Fig. 2a ). Second, the process of delineating the hippocampal structures within each coronal section splits every border-crossing cell into two, which yields overestimated cell counts and underestimated cell sizes. To alleviate this problem, bordering objects for each section were sorted by area and only the top half were included in the total count for that section, excluding the bottom half ( Fig. 2b) . Third, physical slicing of histological sections inevitably cuts all cells that intersect the surfaces. Since fragments of the dissected cells end up in an adjacent section, cell counts tend to be overestimated and cell sizes underestimated. To address this so-called 'lost caps' scenario (Hedreen 1998a) , we applied the Abercrombie (Abercrombie 1946) correction ( Fig. 2c ). Fourth, the use of maximum intensity 2D projections through the slice depth risks missing the occluded cells located under those visible from the top view. To adjust the final counts accordingly, we derived a formula by extending Schellart's theory on count estimates in case of coinciding particles (Häder 2001) . Specifically, the tissue can be considered as if divided into "layers" each as thick as the average cell diameter; the number of observed cells (O) then equals the sum of the visible cells in all layers. In the top layer, where there is no occlusion, the number of visible cells equals the real total number of cells (N) divided by the number of layers. In the second layer, the expected fraction of occluded cells corresponds to the areal occupancy of the top layer (the sum of the areas of all cells in the top layer, A, divided by the area of the section (S); thus the number of visible cells equals the real total number of cells (N) divided by the number of layers discounted by that areal occupancy. In the case of two layers, the above reasoning can be summarized in the following equations:
In the case of three layers (Fig. 2d ), the expected fraction of occluded cells in the third layer corresponds to the summed areal occupancy of the first and second layers. In this scenario, the formula relating the number of observed cells O to the real number of cells N based on the areal occupancy A∕S is:
Shape analysis, bimodality, and spatial distributions
Total cell counts were quadrupled since every fourth section from the coronal brain series of Allen's brain map was Nissl stained and all extracted measurements were converted into metric units multiplying by the reported pixel size of 1.047 µm on each side (Allen Data Production 2011). For each processed image, we extracted two measurements with ImageJ and CellProfiler from every segmented cell: the section area in squared micrometers; and the circularity, defined as 4 × area perimeter 2 , where perimeter is the length of the cell segmentation. While the area quantifies the cell size, circularity characterizes its shape, with Computing cell counts from the segmented object: a Segmentations were de-clumped using the watershed algorithm (illustrated section: 70_CA2SLM). b Bordering cells were sorted based on cell area and the only upper half was counted for that section while the lower half was considered to belong to neighboring areas. c Cut cells due to sectioning were accounted for using Abercrombie formula: N = n × T T+d , where N is the number of cells after correction, n is the number of all detected objects before correction, T is the section thickness, and d is the mean diameter. d Section thickness is divided into equal layers where the height of each layer equals mean cell diameter; occluded cells in the depth of the tissue were accounted for using the formula for count estimates of aligned particles (see "Methods"). Figure was created using ImageJ, Microsoft PowerPoint and Adobe Photoshop a value of 1.0 corresponding to a perfect circle and values closer to 0 indicating increasingly elongated or tortuous shapes. Analysis was conducted on all cells counted to understand the presence of multimodal distributions in the cell populations based on the size attribute. Kernel density estimation (KDE) plots were generated for each of the 30 parcels of the hippocampus. The KDE plots were fitted with a mixture of two Gaussian distributions, yielding for every parcel a mean and a standard deviation for each of the Gaussians and the relative weight between the two. The proportions of small and large cells per parcel as well as their Gaussian overlap were calculated from these parameters. Hartigan's Dip test (Maechler 2016) was run on all parcels to test for bimodality/multimodality. Furthermore, for each processed image we computed three parameters capturing the overall spatial distribution of the cells: the first was volumetric density, defined as the total number of cells in the section divided by the section volume (the product of the mask area by the nominal thickness). The second parameter was the real occupancy (utilized in the occlusion correction described above), defined as the summed area of cells divided by the mask area. The third parameter defines the tiling or clustering tendency of the cells using two-tailed t test statistics of the nearest neighbor distance (NND) distribution against the null hypothesis (Andrey et al. 2010). Specifically, we randomly distributed within each mask area a number of points identical to that measured in the corresponding section. We then extracted the NND for every point using both the real and random locations. Finally, we t tested the real NND distribution against the random NND distribution. A significantly greater NND than random after Bonferroni correction indicates spatial tiling, while a significantly smaller NND than random indicates spatial clustering.
We computed the average and coefficient of variation of the individual cell-level measurements (size and shape) within each section and used the section average in subsequent analyses. We then analyzed all measurements section-by-section rostro-caudally within each hippocampal structure as well as compared the combined sections across structures. The 23 Allen Brain Atlas subdivisions of the medial and lateral regions of the entorhinal cortex were collated into 12 parcels to match the standard nomenclature of Hippocampome.org (Wheeler et al. 2015) as it follows:
• ENTl1 was re-termed LEC I • ENTl2, ENTl2a, ENTl2b and half the number of cells of ENTl2-3 were combined into LEC II • ENTl3 and half the number of cells from ENTl2-3 were combined into LEC III • ENTl4 and half the number of cells from ENTl4-5 were combined into LEC IV 
Stereological sampling
To compare our computational pipeline to traditional stereological measurements, we counted an unbiased sample of cells in 65 sections (10% of total) using the 2D probe 'MBF Fractionator' of the standard commercial software Micro-BrightField StereoInvestigator (RRID:SCR_004314). The 65 images were selected randomly by picking 1-2 from each hippocampal structure. For each image, we traced the contour of interest and adjusted the size of the counting frame to allow reliable object identification and accurate marking (this varied for each image depending on the size and distribution of cells). We then specified the size of the Systematic Random Sampling grid based on the section size to ensure a representatively large sample, which is necessary for accurate statistical estimates. Once the grid was placed on the section, we marked each visible object inside the frame or on the inclusion line; after marking all objects in the grid, the process was moved to the next sampling site where the grid was placed. Once all the sampling sites were marked, the process was completed and the probe run list displayed the estimated population for the section. The data files and results were exported and are included in the shared database (hippocampome.org/php/data/ABA_Counts_Database.zip).
Results
Quantitative validation of the overall approach
The cell identification process described in the "Methods" was critically assessed in three distinct ways: by cross-examining the segmentation results from the two independent software frameworks (ImageJ and CellProfiler); by comparing the count results to available data published in the peer-reviewed literature; and by repeating the analysis on a representative subset of the images with traditional unbiased stereology. Visual inspection of the ImageJ and CellProfiler segmentations against the original images revealed remarkable consistency between the two programs as well as with intuitive evaluation. Specifically, the majority of the objects we would have manually classified with high confidence as cells upon visual inspection were identified as such by both automated pipelines, which also accurately and similarly delineated the body perimeters. When we reviewed a sample of the cells segmented by only one of the two programs and 'missed' by the other, most were difficult calls that we could classify as cells only with low confidence. We found no cases of objects identified and segmented by both ImageJ and CellProfiler which we did not consider to be likely cells. On quantitative analysis, the discrepancy in overall cells count between the two programs in the bulk of individual images was within 10%, with an overall difference of less than 103,000 out of a total over 1.5 million. Table 1 reports a summary of these comparisons by anatomical area along with data from published studies (see below). At the level of whole hippocampal formation (excluding the granule cell layer of the dentate gyrus and the pyramidal cell layers of CA1-3), the overall count difference between the two software programs was minimal, with an average absolute difference of 7% at the sub-region level. The exact image-byimage counts for both ImageJ and CellProfiler are included in the shared database.
Comparing the counts obtained with our approach to existing data in earlier scientific studies (mostly using unbiased stereology or nuclear counts) requires a series of assumptions to pool results from a variety of diverse experimental procedures. First, the vast majority of reports on cell counts in the rodent hippocampal formation to date investigated rats rather than mice. To relate numerical values between species, we applied the linear scaling parameters reported for cortical structures (Herculano-Houzel et al. 2006) : namely, the number of mouse cells in the cerebral cortex (including the hippocampus) equals approximately 34% of the number of rat cells; the number of mouse neurons equals approximately 41% of the number of rat neurons; and the number of mouse glial cells equals approximately 29% of the number of rat glial cells. A summary of the derivation of these scaling rules from the source data is included in the Supplementary Material (Table S1 ). We utilized the same scaling factors across all sub-regions of the hippocampal formation.
We compiled all other additional assumptions, each specific to the interpretation of individual reports or handling of missing data, in the Supplementary Material as well (Table S2 ). Lastly, the Supplementary Material (Table S3 ) also summarizes the step-by-step computations to derive the literature values utilized in Table 1 for each separate subregion (DG: Table S3a ; CA2/3: Table S3b ; CA1: Table S3c ; subiculum: Table S3d ; and entorhinal cortex: Table S3e ).
The cell counts obtained with the above-described workflow from both image processing software programs were compared against literature-reported values (Table 1) sourced from 15 distinct studies (Fitting et al. 2009; Mulders et al. 1997; Ramsden et al. 2003; Lister et al. 2006; Sousa et al. 1998; Rasmussen et al. 1996; Kim et al. 2017; Long et al. 1998; Kaae et al. 2012; Murakami et al. 2018 ; Erö et al. Table 1 Validation of two independent image segmentation methods with previous studies (Fitting et al. 2009; Mulders et al. 1997; Ramsden et al. 2003; Lister et al. 2006; Sousa et al. 1998; Rasmussen et al. 1996; Kim et al. 2017; Long et al. 1998 Grady et al. 2003) . The overall differences between our approaches and the average literature data for the whole hippocampal formation overall are remarkably contained (~ 8% for ImageJ and ~ 15% for CellProfiler). The average absolute difference at the sub-region level (< 15%) was considerably smaller (less than half) than the typical variability between experimental studies (Fitting et al. 2009; Mulders et al. 1997; Ramsden et al. 2003; Lister et al. 2006; Sousa et al. 1998; Herculano-Houzel et al. 2013; Grady et al. 2003) .
As additional validation of our approach, we subjected a representative subset of the data (~ 10% of the images) to unbiased stereology (Fig. 3) . This dataset spanned every parcel and ranged from very sparse (< 20 cells per image) to considerably dense (> 1000 cells per image). Stereological estimates very strongly correlated with our comprehensive counts on the same images (R > 0.99, p < 10 −6 ). The overall counts between the two methods differed by less than 5% and the absolute deviation on an image-by-image case averaged less than 10%. The section-by-section stereological counts are also included in the shared database.
Cell numbers, spatial distributions, shape, and size
After validating the analysis pipeline, we collated the measurements of cell count, spatial distribution, shape, and size for each of 30 anatomical parcels (Table 2) to reveal differences and similarities across hippocampal sub-regions and layers.
The number of cells in each parcel varies widely from less than 2700 in stratum lacunosum-molecular of CA3 to more than 160,000 in stratum pyramidale of ventral subiculum. This broad range primarily reflects the known overall volumes of each parcel (for rat hippocampus proper, see e.g. Ropireddy et al. 2012 ). In addition, we analyzed the results at the individual section-by-section level to investigate any trends in the data within each parcel along the rostro-caudal direction. The relative distribution of cells along the rostro-caudal extent was considerably non-uniform but tightly corresponded to each relative section area, with a tendency for relatively higher values towards the caudal end for most parcels (Fig. 4) . In quantitative terms, the number of cells within each section significantly correlated with that section's mask area (R = 0.9, p < 10 −6 ). This indicates that volume accounts for more than 80% of the within-parcel rostro-caudal variance in cell numbers. In other words, the volumetric cell density is essentially constant within each parcel throughout the rostro-caudal extent. Between parcels, in contrast, the volumetric cell density ranged broadly from 58,478 mm −3 in CA1 stratum radiatum to 140,000 mm −3 in layer 6 of medial entorhinal cortex.
Our statistical analysis of the spatial distributions of cell locations within each parcel was designed to identify two opposite types of deviations from the null hypothesis of random distribution: cell clustering (whereas distances from the nearest neighbors are typically smaller than random) and cell tiling (whereas distances from the nearest neighbors are typically larger than random). None of the 654 sections in our study displayed evidence of clustering (Table 2) : 152 (23%) revealed significant tiling (Fig. 5) after Bonferroni correction and 502 (77%) could not be distinguished from random. Only the pyramidal layer in dorsal and ventral subiculum consistently featured cell tiling in all sections. The other subicular layers as well as layer 1 in medial and lateral entorhinal cortex and all CA2 and CA3 parcels had nearly no tiling in any section. The other entorhinal layers and dentate gyrus had an intermediate proportion of tiling sections, ranging from 10% in the dentate molecular layer to 76% in medial entorhinal layer 3, with no observable rostro-caudal trend. Interesting, the proportion of tiling section was significantly correlated to density across the 30 parcels (R = 0.72, p < 10 −5 ), suggesting a greater pressure for optimal space occupancy in cell-denser areas.
Cell shape was remarkably uniform throughout the hippocampal formation, with the average circularity only ranging between 0.59 (CA3 lucidum) and 0.74 (stratum lacunosum-moleculare CA1 and CA2, and molecular layer of ventral subiculum) and contained within-parcel coefficients of variations between 0.23 (CA1 lacunosum-moleculare, lateral entorhinal cortex layers V and VI) and 0.38 (lateral entorhinal cortex layer I). Circularity values were very consistent between image analysis pipelines (ImageJ vs CellProfiler) and did not vary along the rostro-caudal axis. In contrast, cell size varied considerably from parcel to parcel, ranging in section area from less than 50 µm 2 in medial entorhinal layer 1 to more than 150 µm 2 in lateral entorhinal layer 2. As a general observation, cells in all layers of areas CA1-3 except CA3 lucidum and CA1 radiatum were twice as small as cells in all layers of the entorhinal cortex with the stark exceptions of both medial and lateral layers 1. The situation was more varied within the dentate gyrus, with cells in the polymorphic layer on average twice as large as in the molecular layer, and in the subiculum, with cells in the pyramidal layers two-and-ahalf the size of those in the molecular layer. Cell size was moderately variable within parcel, with the coefficient of variations contained between 0.66 and 1.16. No rostrocaudal gradients in cell size were observed in any parcel possibly with the sole exception of lateral entorhinal layer 3, in which rostral cells were marginally larger than caudal ones [similar to micrographs published in Insausti et al. (1998a, b) ], though the trend was not statistically significant.
Parallel lines of evidence point to functional (Brun et al. 2008) , physiological (Giocomo and Hasselmo 2008) , and developmental (Ray and Brecht 2016) differences between the dorsal and ventral regions of the medial entorhinal cortex. Thus, we analyzed the cell size in the 10 sections of the Allen Reference Atlas that separately delineate dorsal and ventral MEC. We found that layer 2 cells (a large portion of which are spiny stellate neurons) were 40% larger and twice more variable in ventral than in dorsal MEC (181.71 ± 229.20 µm 2 , N = 544 vs. 129.41 ± 97.40 µm 2 , N = 605; p < 10 −8 ). Interestingly, the opposite relation was observed in layers 3 (dorsal: 136.0 ± 89.59 µm 2 , N = 225; ventral: 106.67 ± 58.98 µm 2 , N = 70; p < 0.0006) and 5-6 (dorsal: 117.03 ± 71.65 µm 2 , N = 292; ventral: 84.98 ± 57.10 µm 2 , N = 45; p < 10 −7 ), which are all dominated by pyramidal neurons. In contrast, we observed no dorsal-ventral gradients in the rest of the hippocampal formation. Visual inspection of the Nissl images and corresponding processed segmentations suggested that the cell size distribution within a given parcel and section was typically not regular or uniform, but often skewed, with a substantial number of smaller cells within a more restricted size range and a broader right-tail distributed population of larger cells. Dip test multimodality analysis (Maechler 2016) revealed statistically significant bimodal distributions in a majority of parcels (23/30: Table 3 ).
The kernel density estimate (KDE) of all distributions could be well fitted with a Gaussian mixture model (Fig. 6) , allowing the determination for every anatomical parcel of the mean and variance of smaller and larger cells, their relative proportion, and the fraction of cells that would be assigned to the incorrect group based on a sharp size threshold ("misclassified" area under the crossover of the two Gaussians). Small cell areas varied considerably between parcels, from less than 30 µm 2 in medial entorhinal layer 1 to more than 90 µm 2 in lateral entorhinal layer 6. Similarly, large cell areas also varied over threefold between ~ 72 µm 2 in the molecular layer of the dorsal subiculum to ~ 224 µm 2 in layer 3 of the medial entorhinal cortex. The fraction of small cells was balanced overall (average 55%) but ranged widely even across adjacent parcels from more than three-quarters in medial entorhinal cortex layer 3 to less than one-fifth in layer 4. The proportion of misclassified cells was relatively modest, ranging 
Data availability
The hippocampome.org/php/data/ABA_Counts_Database. zip archive contains all project files and scripts associated with this report, namely: masked segmented images (output files from ImageJ and CellProfiler) for each individual parcel and slice; scripts for corrections and spatial analysis in R; ImageJ scripts for processing, corrections and mask area calculations; CellProfiler calibration files; and stereology data and results files. The accompanying 'readme' document describes each folder and file in detail with instructions on usage. This content is freely available for further research or re-analysis.
Discussion
The advent of high-throughput histology, accelerating progress in image processing, continuous increase in computing power and the pervasive accessibility of informatics tools have ushered the era of whole brain cell-by-cell comprehensive analyses into the changing world of neuroscience research. Although there are valid reasons to still favor stereological sampling for certain applications (Schmitz et al. 2014) , several recent applications have demonstrated the feasibility of systematically identifying all cell bodies in a mouse brain (Kim et al. 2017; Murakami et al. 2018) . Most criticisms of "biased" sampling estimates such as in the Abercrombie formula (Hedreen 1998b ) do not apply when considering comprehensive counts across the entire cellular population in a system. Here we show that one of the most popular and widely adopted resources in modern neuroscience, the adult mouse brain Allen Reference Atlas, can be used to obtain cellular-level segmentations throughout entire anatomical formations from the original Nissl stained images. After appropriate corrections to account for sectioning distortions, cell agglomerates, border crossings, and tissue occlusion, we demonstrate that this approach is reproducible across independent image processing pipelines, accurate as matched against unbiased stereology, and reliable in comparison to available published values in the scientific literature. As a notable exception, dentate granule layer and Cornu Ammons pyramidal layers were excluded from this process as individual cells cannot be reliably identified in densely packed Nissl stained images. However, the total cell counts for these areas can be estimated by various other methods and have been reported for both rat and mouse in seminal studies over the past three and half decades (e.g. Bayer et al. 1982; Amaral et al. 1990; West et al. 1991; Rapp and Gallagher 1996; Rasmussen et al. 1996; Baldwin et al. 1997; Mulders et al. 1997; Calhoun et al. 1998; Insausti et al. 1998a, b; Sousa et al. 1998; Lister et al. 2006; Hosseini-Sharifabad and Nyengaard 2007; Fitting et al. 2009; Kaae et al. 2012; Murakami et al. 2018) .
A key advantage of comprehensive cell segmentation is that, in addition to providing complete counts in each anatomical parcel, it also enables quantitative analysis of cell shape, spatial occupancy, and size. We discovered that, while cross-section circularity (a simple shape measure) is relatively invariant throughout the hippocampal formation, spatial occupancy differs considerably across different parcels, but remains essentially constant within parcels along with the entire rostro-caudal extent. Layers 2, 3, 5 and 6 of the medial entorhinal cortex exhibit the highest numerical densities (as also noted in Canto et al. 2008 ) along with the pyramidal layer of ventral subiculum. This is not surprising since these parcels are especially rich in principal cells, though not in the extreme packing fashion of the dentate granule layer and CA1-3 pyramidal layers, which were excluded for that reason from the analysis. Interestingly, higher occupancy correlated significantly with the fraction of images that demonstrated cell tiling, possibly indicative of pressure towards optimal placement. In contrast, we never observed statistically significant cell clustering. At first, this fact may seem at odd with reports describing cell islands or studies distinguishing island and ocean cells, especially in layer 2 of the medial entorhinal cortex. At closer inspections, however, the existing experimental evidence is limited to primates (Goldenberg et al. 1995) or molecularly segregated (Sun et al. 2015) or projection defined (Kitamura et al. 2014) cell populations. Seminal studies in rats mention cell clusters, but only in a subset of sections (Insausti et al. 1998a, b) . It will be interesting for future studies to ascertain the extent of species specificity for this phenomenon.
Cell size also changed substantially among parcels but was additionally non-uniform within parcels, though again without a discernible rostro-caudal trend. Neuroscientists have maintained a long-standing interest in attempting to distinguish major cell classes on the basis of their somatic sizes. Unfortunately, however, GABAergic cortical interneurons span almost an order of magnitude of cell body areas from approximately 80 µm 2 to more than 700 µm 2 (Ascoli et al. 2008) , while hippocampal pyramidal neurons fall well within that range with typical somatic areas of the order of 200 µm 2 (Nakatomi et al. 2002) . Thus, it remains untenable to distinguish projection excitatory and local inhibitory neurons in the rodent hippocampal formation solely based on their soma dimension. However, the main classes of glial cells are generally characterized by smaller cell bodies, from microglia in the 20-40 µm 2 range (Long et al. 1998) to oligodendrocyte and astrocytes in the 40-80 µm 2 range, respectively (Fitting et al. 2009 ). Thus, it may be possible at least in principle to separate neurons and glia on the basis of cell size.
The size bimodality analysis presented in this study revealed average areas of 45 µm 2 and 122 µm 2 for the "small" and "large" cells, respectively, across the 30 anatomical subdivisions of the hippocampal formation. These values are approximately consistent with the previously reported sizes of glia and neurons; moreover, the overall fraction of small cells (~ 55%) is also in line with the expected proportion of glial cells (Herculano-Houzel et al. 2006) . Despite these convergent indications, extreme caution needs to be exercised in this interpretation, and the assignment of neurons and glia based on cell size should be deemed tentative at best. With these caveats in mind, it is still worth noting that, based on our segmentation results, layer 1 in medial entorhinal cortex has the smallest cell area across the hippocampal formation. Interestingly, independent experimental evidence suggests that this anatomical parcel is nearly devoid of neurons, whereas the glial density is approximately uniform across layers (Wu et al. 2005; Witter 2011) . It is thus tempting to speculate that the number of cells we counted from those sections might correspond mostly or entirely to glia. Glial distribution is also known to vary across the hippocampus: in particular, stratum lacunosum-moleculare displays a higher density of both oligodendrocytes (Vinet et al. 2010) and microglia (Jinno et al. 2007 ). Intriguingly, this layer also displayed the smallest cell area in all three CA areas.
Direct quantification of distinct cell types (neurons and the three main classes of glia) from Nissl stained images is possible in principle but requires a higher resolution than currently available in public repositories to enable the examination of physical features of individual cells. At high resolution, specific rules can be applied to identify different cell types such as neurons, astrocytes, and microglia based on size, intensity or texture (García-Cabezas et al. 2016; Rajkowska et al. 2016) . Appropriate thresholds for these characteristics can thus be incorporated in existing image processing software tools to efficiently classify objects directly upon segmentation. Similar methodologies can be adapted to quantify any cell type in biological sections as long as appropriate labels are available to mark them. Nonetheless, it is also important to consider that post-mortem handling may alter neuron numbers, stain absorption and selectivity, and other characteristics relevant to the above approach (Gonzalez-Riano et al. 2017) . Notwithstanding these caveats, the general method presented here of cell-bycell segmentation from comprehensive series of stained sections based on readily available image processing software is potentially paradigm-shifting and should be extensible to most of the remaining 700 distinct parcels of the Allen Brain Atlas.
